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Ms. Rivers's note was a direct response to a reader who sent a letter telling me that Brian's story was not made at the end of the hatgate. Many people wanted to know what happened to Brian after the rescue, that I started to wonder about myself. If Bryan goes back to the woods with the knowledge he's getting, this time he's responsible for other people's lives. When I finished
the river, I thought I'd take his story as far as I could, but then the next set of characters started showing up. Readers again wrote that there was more to the story but this time they told me that Brian had been rescued in hatchet too soon before-it became really hard to go. Since my life has been one of survival in winter, running two Iditarods, hunting and trapping a boy and a
young man-challenge became interesting, and so I researched and wrote Brian's Winter, showing what might and may have happened, Brian was not rescued, and in the answer to that still thousands of characters I wrote this fictional final account of Brian, Brian's return of what Brian found in these stories–in fact almost all of it–has happened to me. This last book may show Brian
most truly perfect: how he has changed mentally, how he relates to life at home, and ultimately how he must return to the jungle, making him all. There will be one more nonfiction book about those areas of my life (attacked by moose, bears and shudder-skunks; hunting and living in the game; making and using weapons and other tools) that parallel Brian's life to show how truly off
Brian is a reality. On BOOKIn The River, Brian was asked to return to the jungle to teach Derek a government psychologist survival techniques, but when Derek was struck by lightning, Brian's survival skills were further tested as he had to find a way to get Derek seriously injured out of the woods. The following books are also mentioned in this guide: Brian's return to Brian
WinterHatchet on this AUTHORBorn in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Gary Paulsen is one of America's most popular writers for young people. Although he was never a dedicated student, Paulsen developed a passion for reading in childhood. After the librarian gave him a book to read along with his own library card-he was hooked. He began spending time alone in the basement of his
apartment building, reading one book after another. Escape from home at the age of fourteen and travel with the carnival, Gary Paulsen has tasted the youthful summer adventures of the farm's strict chores. Jobs is an engineer, construction worker, hand-rancher, truck driver and sailor; and two rounds of 1,180-mile Alaskan racing dog, Iditarod, a 10-year-old alaska nun. Realizing
that he would be a writer, eventually happened immediately when he worked as a satellite technician for California Aerospace Company One night he walked off the job, never came back. He spent the next year in Hollywood as a proofreading magazine that worked on his own writing every night. He then left California and drove to northern Minnesota, where he rented a cabin by
the lake; at the end of winter, he had finished his first novel. It was Gary Paulsen's overwhelming belief in young people that drives him to write. His intense desire to tap deeper into the human spirit and to encourage readers to observe and care about the world around them has brought him both huge hits to young people and critical acclaim from the children's book community.
Paulsen has written nearly a hundred books and some two hundred articles and short stories for children and adults. He is one of the most revered writers of adult literature today. His three novels- Hatchet, Dogsong, and The Winter Room - titled Newbery HonorsBooks.In The Military Heart, 15-year-old Charley Goddard enlisted in the First Minnesota Volunteers in 1861. In
Hatchett, River, and Brian's Winter, Paulsen created in Brian's back story that is ideal for inclusion into the curriculum as well as reading aloud in the classroom. Gary Paulsen and his wife, Ruth Wright Paulsen, an artist who has shown many of his books, divides their time between a ranch in southern Mexico and a house on a sailboat in the Pacific Ocean. Teaching IDEASIn back
to Brian's classroom, the last companion novel at Newbury honoring the Hatchet win, takes young readers in another exciting adventure, The Jungle North, with Brian Robeson. In Hatchett, River, and Brian's Winter, Paulsen created in Brian's back story that is ideal for inclusion into the curriculum as well as reading aloud in the classroom. This guide includes a variety of activities
for The River, Brian Winter and Brian Back. A form of natural survival makes choices and self-discovery possible in the classroom. Teachers may want to divide the class into smaller groups, each reading a book to have a more complete discussion of activities. We hope you will find this handy guide to introducing your class to the adventure stories of Gary Paulsen who won both
Pre-Reddy City in Brian Winter, River, and Hatchet, Brian Robson having to survive in the northern jungle. His most important resource is his own ingenuity. Divide the classes into small groups and have items they think are necessary to include them in the survival pack. Challenge each group to decide which five items on their list are most important. Ask each group to share and
support their decisions. Ask students to discuss how surviving in the wilderness for long periods of time can change a person's life. Tell me that Brian is back, Brian Robison can't adapt to ordinary life and feels that the only way he'll be happy is to get back to the wilderness. Divide the class into small groups and ask them to brainstorm several reasons why Brian is so difficult to
live a typical high school student's life. Thematic connection survival - In the river, when lightning strikes Derek, Brian must find a way to get out of the woods and find medical help for the unconscious. Ask students to discuss the difficult task of dealing with Derek after the accident. How will the accident challenge Brian's survival skills? Ask students to compare and compare the
skills Bryan has spent summers in Hatchet with the people he used to survive in the winter of Bryan. His knowledge of survival in the summer led to his ability to go through a brutal winter? Brian used camping gear when he returned to the woods in Brian's back. Ask the student to read the list of equipment (Ch. 9) that he chose to use with him, then let them choose items that they
feel are absolutely necessary for his survival. How is his return trip different from his other long-term adventures in the wilderness? Appreciation of nature - while Brian must depend on nature for food and clothing, he also develops an enthusiastic appreciation for the wilderness and has great respect for pets living in the wild. Although Bryan suffers greatly from loneliness and
works hard to survive, he has mixed feelings about leaving the northern forest when he is finally rescued. He felt that the forest had become part of him. Ask a student to write a feature article for wildlife magazine, where Brian may write a lecture on his relationship with nature. How did Bryan's understanding and appreciation of nature make it possible to leave home and return to
the wilderness in Brian's return? Selection - In the river, one of the hardest decisions Brian had to make was what to do with Derek after the accident. Should he leave him there and go for help? Should he put him on a raft and take him down? Encourage students to discuss the pros and cons of Brian's selection. What are some of the factors Bryan considers before making his
decision? Ask students to find out what happened in Brian's winter, where Bryan faced important decisions. How does his decision affect health and safety? Brian returns, Bryan tells his mother that he wants to go back to the woods to visit Smallhorn, where Bryan realizes he's not going to smallhorns? Ask students Discuss what Brian means by he will find them when it's time to
find them(p. 110). Encourage students to discuss whether Brian ever met them. Self-discovery - After Brian's 54 days in the wilderness in Hatchet, his parents confirmed that he saw a mentor, a consultant thought Brian was. The mentally injured Brian, however, felt that his time in the woods changed him in a more positive way. Ask students to discuss what Brian found out about
himself. In rivers, Bryan said, he was reborn in the woods (page 9). How does his rebirth affect his relationship with his friend in Brian's return? Why is Caleb, Brian's mentor? Feeling that Brian had to return to the Forest Interdisciplinary ConnectionsScience - Brian learned a lot about pets and how to communicate. Encourage students to choose one species that Brian
encountered on the night of Brian, River, or Brian's Winter and research exactly how to communicate of wildlife, how to mark its territory, and how to protect itself from predators. Mathematics - During his time in the wilderness, Brian draws on various mathematical skills to help himself survive. He must calculate how long his diet will last, and he must estimate the distance when
he hunts. Ask students to create mathematical problems based on specific events or situations in The River or Brian's Winter Art - in Brian's Winter, Brian uses charcoal from the fire to make a sketch of the day's events on his shelter wall. Invite students to select their favorite scenes from the novel and draw them on the poster board. Show the drawings around the room and ask
students to place the scene in order. Then ask them to brainstorm the right ideas for each sketch, social studies - hunt Brian with tools similar to those used by early hunters. How does Bryan know which tools to use in a particular hunting situation? Ask students to use the library to research ancient wildlife hunting methods. There they create a pictorial timeline that traces the
development of various hunting tools. Language Art - Gary Paulsen uses images to attract all the senses- visually, sound, smell, taste and touch. Allow students to browse books and find examples of them. Ask them to use Paulsen's image to create similes, bring hunting and fishing magazines to students to read. Asked to write a short article for the magazine, Brian may have
written about his dislike. Professional fishermen and professional hunters ask students to read The Sign of Beaver by Elizabeth George Spears divides classes into groups and asks each item for survival skills that Matt learns from native American children who are friends with him. Then let them discuss the survival skills that Brian has learned alone. Which boy endured the
hardest in the wilderness? Bryan wrote his thoughts and feelings to Caleb, his mentor. Ask students to write a letter that Matt may have written. His parents were about his experiences in the wilderness. Urging students to share their letters of music - in the author's note, the end of Brian's return, Gary Paulsen, wrote that he was waiting out the winter storm before he could set sail
in his felicity boat. In the rain, he listened to Mozart's music. Ask students to find records they think reflect Brian's relationship with nature. Exploring the addition of Brian's world conservation - many organizations in America are involved in game management. Students have been looking for the objectives of each of the following organizations: the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Audubon Society, the National Wildlife Federation, Unlimited Ducks. Ask them to create posters for these organizations. Each u.S. state has a game law. Many states require hunting and fishing permits. Ask students to find laws on hunting and fishing in their states, why is it important to have such laws? Survival — There are camps all over the country to teach
people's survival skills. Encourage students to use the Internet to search wilderness camps in their states or regions. What is the age range of the camp? What activities are available in the camp? How long is the camp session? How much does it cost? Students may prefer to search for camps in other parts of the country. How does the place of the camp affect the type of
survival skills taught? The teaching concept was prepared by Pat Scales, media library specialist, Greenville High School, Greenville, South Carolina. Bryan's winter vocabulary is simple, but Paulsen does something special with language, encouraging students to notice the use of his strong verbs to convey hard-hard work (page 62),. Words in Bryan's return may include portages
(page 108), feinted (page 104) and castigating (page 81). ChoiceA Kids' Best Book Magazine of the Year Review Young People will find survival details as gripping as ever. The great story of rebirth and connectivity - booklist new adventures are as riveting as previous generations. . . . Paulsen, as always, pulled no punches. Publishers of the week write in full screen, a book that
will be a favorite purpose for readers who hope paulsen, like Brian, will do it again. Additional comments on Gregus Continue to Haymedow by Gary Paulsen[0-440-40923-3] By Elizabeth George Spears[0-440-47900-2]The Journey of the Frog by Gary Paulsen[0-440-40364-2] For more, takesources //www.castlepoint.com/wilderness/ gibbonsb/brochure.htmlLearn more about the
river.
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